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tamu campus, college station, texas



1. Purpose:=
“Enhance spiritual diversity”

2. Goals
-provide space of refuge for A&M (non)religious 

community
-maintain neutrality of faith
-allow adaptability of program and equipment
-achieve sacred environment

3. 16,805 sf. constructed area - 20% of total site

4. Code Designation:
-A3 occupancy
-masonry and steel construction

5. $400 per sf. 



enhance: verb. intensify, increase, or further improve=
the quality, value, or extent of.

spiritual: adjective. of, relating to, or affecting the human
spirit or soul as opposed to material or physical things

diversity: noun. showing a great deal of variety



“The Multi-Denominational Worship Space 
serves as a testament to the balance between
the celebration of diversity and spiritual neutrality.”

This project can serve as the vessel to explore the dialect 
between [informal and formal, precision and imprecision, 
synthetic and organic] approaches to structural and spatial
organization. 

Can the structural identity of a building be informed by the 
cultural context and philosophical archetype?
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REF.DW

1. Worship Space
2. Alcove
3. 1:20 Ramp
4. Lobby
5. Reception
6. Storage
7. Office
8. Break Room
9. Confernce
10. Janitor
11. Pantry/Loading
12.Kitchen
13. Multipurpose Hall
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14. Women’s RR
15. Men’s RR
16. Mechanical
17. Electrical
18. Reception
19. Storage
20. Bridal Suite
21. Groom Suite
22. Courtyard
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REF.DW

80 ft

129 ft

Golden ratio 1 : 1.61







corridor descent - [slip]

The descending corridor leading to the 
worship space subtly shifts the column 
grid past one another on either side 
of the walkway. This evokes a sense of 
movement and a gradual alignment to 
the perfect cartesian grid.



[033000 CAST-IN-PLACE CONCRETE]

[084413 GLAZED ALUMINUM CURTAIN WALLS]

[050513 METAL FASTENINGS ]

[051213 ARCHITECTURALLY EXPOSED
STRUCTURAL STEEL FRAMING]

[071413 METAL PANELS]

[076200 SHEET METAL FLASHING AND TRIM]

[081119 STAINLESS-STEEL FRAMES]

RUBBLE MASONRY WALL
[047200 CAST STONE MASONRY]

[095123 ACOUSTICAL TILE CEILINGS]

[233113 METAL DUCTS]

[075411 THERMOPLASTIC MEMBRANE PVC ROOF]

[053100 STEEL DECKING]







worship space - [cartesian grid]

The worship space is the embodiment 
of perfect geometry and state of mind. 

Columns are expressed in two 
harmonious cadences that divide the 

central volume into three bays. 





[077126 REGLET]

[031500 CONCRETE FORMING - ANCHOR]

[034500 PRECAST ARCHITECTURAL CONCRETE]

[072100 THERMAL INSULATION]

[034700 SITE CAST STRUCTURAL CONCRETE]

[035200 LIGHTWEIGHT CONCRETE ROOF INSULATION]

[086113 METAL ROOF WINDOW]

[086113 SKYLIGHT PROTECTION AND SCREENS]

[081119 STAINLESS-STEEL FRAMES]



transverse section A - 3/8” = 1’







multipurpose hall - [hybrid]

As the anchor opposite the worship 
space, the multipurpose hall is a hybrid 

of two column grids: the perfect 
cartesian and the imperfect 

abstraction. One row transposes the 
cartesian logic and the other translates 

it into the adjacent grid conditions.  
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